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A Conversation with
Annie Mackenzie Melissa Wastney
Enjoy Gallery
Wellington
Annie Mackenzie
walking forward backwards
22 September — 15 October 2016

There’s a green checked tea towel in Annie Mackenzie’s first solo
exhibition walking forwards backwards. From a distance it looks like a
Briscoes number; something you might see hanging over the handle of
any oven in any New Zealand kitchen.
But a closer look reveals a beautifully woven fabric of pearly green and
white cotton, warp threads hanging longer and twisted like an undone
plait at the bottom.
In walking forwards backwards Annie explores the practice and
heritage of weaving, and her position within its traditions. The exhibition
poster features a photograph of a sheep trying to escape its fence but only
half succeeding, and the idea of material culture — of what we use and
perhaps more importantly where it comes from—is a shimmering thread
running through the work.
The tea towel brings a strong element of the utilitarian or everyday to
this show, along with several other loom-woven pieces including a handspun
woollen blanket and a large open-weave curtain that hangs from the centre
of the room, almost like gauze but more substantial.
Also included are large-scale paper works featuring transcripts of
conversations conducted with several local weavers, and a handwritten
family tree with Annie’s weaving ancestors highlighted. She says
discovering her own weaving heritage was like “lighting a candle to an
affinity I already felt” for the craft, despite acknowledging the difficult
conditions her foremothers would have endured as canvas and sailmakers
in 19th-century Scotland.
Annie, who graduated with a Bachelor in Sculpture from Ilam School
of Fine Arts in 2009, was raised in Nelson but now lives and works
in Wellington.
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Melissa Wastney: You’ve been making textile work for years, but you
haven’t been weaving on a loom for a long time. How did the idea for this
exhibition come into focus for you?
Annie Mackenzie: I would say it’s been a long journey to this point,
although I hadn’t been weaving that long when I wrote the proposal for
this exhibition. I’ve had to learn a lot about weaving practice and tradition
over that time. But before putting together the work for this show, I won
the Creative Fibre New Weavers award, and so in many ways I felt as
though I had a blessing to continue with my weaving and make this work.
My partner (artist and potter Dave Marshall) and I had a joint show at
The Physics Room in Christchurch a few months ago called International
Foodcourt/Global Classic. It was based on his experiences working in a juice
bar in a Wellington foodcourt for about a year. That show was a natural
precursor to walking forwards backwards.
In our joint exhibition we were exploring the idea of being ‘international’
and cosmopolitan and how the food court experience reflected that, or
didn’t. I wove textiles that drew on the utilitarian, mass-produced items
used in food production, such as tea towels and cleaning cloths.
MW: Your works in this exhibition are not named—there’s no exhibition
catalogue or labels on the wall.
AM: No, I didn’t feel like I needed to give these titles and there are no
wall notes either. I often unofficially give them names though—the big
central curtain weaving would be ‘Sarah.’ That’s also the name of a friend
who lives near the place where the floor loom was. She was in my mind
while I was working on it and now she’s forever woven into the work.
Another work is ‘Ella’ and in the Physics Room exhibition I wove a
tea towel that I now think of as ‘Zina.’
MW: The exhibition poster features a
sheep in trouble. What particular materials
did you use for these works, and how did
you chose them?
AM: Many of these works were made
alongside these connections I was forming
with other people — weavers, spinners,
knitters and fibre guilds both here in
Wellington and in the South Island. The
women I’ve been talking to about weaving
have all been so welcoming and generous
with their knowledge and materials.
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When I first started weaving, I realised the availability of yarns was
influencing what I made. This is how I came to start handspinning — I
wanted to have more choice in the material I was weaving.
For example, the blanket in this exhibition is made from handspun New
Zealand Romney wool. It was left undyed, so the two colours are grey and
a dark brown. The yarn for the warp in the wool blanket is two-ply that
I spun on an Ashford wheel I inherited from my granny Noelie, and for
the weft I used singles spun with my drop spindle. That results in a rustic,
slightly uneven texture that I like.
A local weaver loaned me the use of her large floor loom, and that
gave me the impetus to begin making the large curtain work. For this,
I wove with a selection of old slubbed linen yarn, which was a gift from
a fellow weaver, and a fine gold thread that catches the sun through the
gallery window.
The materials I use allow further links with other craftspeople and
artists. It’s important to me that my work connects with something
bigger —I want to be a part of all the processes involved in making, from
the start to the finish.
MW: Can you tell me about the two steel handrails that feature in
the exhibition?
AM: A while ago I visited a friend in her rest home to help with
hanging some artwork in her room. While I was there I noticed there were
handrails everywhere. They’re places to lean on, to hang things on, they
support frailty. Many of my weaver friends are 65 plus, and so the rails are
a nod to them. A helping hand.
For me, weaving provides that stability, it’s something quite real and
grounding. A thing to hold on to.
MW: We’ve spoken before about how strange and perhaps sometimes
irritating handcrafts can be to people who don’t make things themselves.
This was made clear in an experiment you did recently.
AM: A friend and I stood in a central part of Westfield Riccarton
mall and I started spinning with my drop spindle. Some people gave me
strange looks, and many rushed past as though I was a bit annoying. Most
completely ignored me.
After a while, a security guard came up to me and asked, “What is
that? What are you doing?”
When I explained that I was making thread and spinning wool, he
looked at me and I knew he was thinking “She’s completely mad, but
probably safe.”
6
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We kept walking around until we got to a place with seats. An older
Chinese woman was sitting there with her shopping. She gave me a
thumbs-up when she saw the spindle and mirrored the motions I was
making with my hands.
It feels like people have become dislocated from their material culture
and are becoming more and more so, because we’re now completely removed
from how the things we use are actually made. It’s easiest to assume that
cheap goods we buy and use everyday are put together by machines in
factories. But actually quite a few things do rely on hand-work, even if it’s
just to construct one part of the process.
Tea towels are an example. In weaving them, I learned a lot about
pattern and woven composition. It made me wonder, are these designs
ancient? They’re so familiar, we don’t really think about them anymore.
We almost don’t notice them at all.
Some people have said “It looks like you’ve just got an old tea towel
then unravelled it at the ends for this piece”, and that prompted me to
wonder if people really realise what’s involved in constructing something.
Similarly, the experiment in the mall reminded me that some people
feel confronted by creative acts, as though they’re something that should
be done in homes, or behind doors, maybe. I got the feeling that people
found it annoying; something to be tolerated.
MW: The idea of ‘connection’ comes up again and again
in your work. How do you think weaving and other textile
crafts help you forge links with other artists?
AM: Yes, through my weaving I want to find my place
in the tradition, I want to connect in with other weavers
and makers. It’s a universal thing, because weaving is in all
cultures one way or another and a lot of the patterns are
the same, but they’ve just been reached in different ways.
When you’re weaving, you’re thinking. Deciding what
to do, and setting up the loom to work is quite involved
and takes a lot of planning. But once you get started you
can actually get educated, have meandering thoughts, and
listen to the radio or podcasts.
Many of the women I’ve spoken to about weaving speak
of the communal nature of it and traditionally weavers have
been well educated because they have a chance to talk and
listen to others while they work.
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T H E L AS T S U M M E R
Ann C T Braunsteiner
The last summer, I sat on a red park bench.
The world hidden,
behind a C minor in my head.
A longing, a passing and a story,
about a tree,
on the left side of the road.
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As Stupid as a Creative:
Art Education In New Zealand
Graeme Cornwell

In 1917, Marcel Duchamp realized that the utopian world heralded
by the Industrial Revolution was doomed. The devastation of the first
mechanized war and what it symbolized had a long-lasting effect on
Duchamp. Evermore critical of the failure of artists to comprehend
the effects of this cataclysmic event, he criticized their blind sheep-like
mentality; the idealization of the genius, the authentic and originality
enshrined in the art academies. His practice critiqued moribund practices
tied to landscape, portraiture and to notions of genius locked into the
‘hand-made’. Duchamp’s provocative statement ‘as stupid as a painter’ was
a reference to the inherent anti-intellectualism that had crept into the art
academies of the day. Art was repetitive, unchallenging, out of step with
the realities of lived experience.
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How right he proved to be.
Since Duchamp’s provocative statement, ‘art academies’ have morphed
considerably: from ‘academy’ to ‘art school’ and then over the last decade,
in New Zealand polytechnics at least, into ‘creative industries’. Since the
1990s degrees have been shifting and adapting with the times: ‘fine arts’
degrees, which were generic degrees and encompassed design (industrial
design, product design and typography) as well as the recognized ‘fine
arts’ (painting, sculpture and printmaking) have been rechristened ‘visual
arts and design’ and then metamorphosed into ‘arts and media’, ‘visual
communications’, ‘creative industries’ etc. in response to technological as
well as political pressures.
Art history courses previously studied in conjunction with studio during
the 20th century have mutated into ‘art theory’ (over the 1980s and 1990s) and
then into ‘visual culture’ and now in some institutions into ‘core’.
On the surface these changes reflect the ebb and flow of cultural
forces—often reflecting technological change but also changes in hierarchical
perceptions within the creative arts. For example, sculpture in Michelangelo’s
era was considered the primary studio practice and this switched to painting
at the height of Imperial control of the Academies in France. During the
1980s and 1990s, performance and installation became a dominant practice
and today we might conclude that the graphics industry, moving image
and performance has primacy. The latest Walters Prize at Auckland Art
Gallery, with the exception of a photographic installation, was entirely
moving image. Next time it will be interactive technologies.
During the 1970s to the mid-1990s the art school could have been
described as a working museum of obsolete industrial revolution reproductive
processes. Elam, for example, still taught bronze casting and plaster casting.
Printmaking included intaglio and engraving techniques, serigraphy (silk
screen), and lithography. Analog photography was taught. Historically all
of these media in various forms had a major part to play in the commercial
dissemination of information (during the Industrial Revolution) before
becoming aestheticized and then mothballed into the art institutions of
the late 20th century.
The first Apple Mac (SE) arrived at Elam in 1980. It sat humming
ominously, the harbinger of the future. No-one could ever have imagined
what this innocuous box represented in terms of the whole infrastructure of
critical-cultural discourse. Within a decade the whole of the image creation
repertoire available to the 20th century studio was compacted and placed
into the PC. The potential for creativity had become incalculable. The postindustrial revolution within the art school had begun: art as we knew it—a
product of now obsolete industrial revolution technologies—was doomed
10
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to extinction. Art was proclaimed dead with a capital ‘D’.
Nevertheless, while art was proclaimed dead, art schools popped
up all over the country like rabbits on steroids. In 1980 there were only
four art schools in New Zealand: Elam (Auckland University), Ilam
(Christchurch), Otago Polytechnic (Dunedin) and Nelson Art School
(Nelson Marlborough Polytechnic). Since then, the proliferation of art
schools and art courses had burgeoned to twenty-seven by the turn of
the millennium and the numbers of students engaged in the creative
industries (painting, sculpture, performance, moving image, printmaking,
fashion, jewelry, graphics, pottery, weaving and so on —the list is endless)
multiplied exponentially. Was art dead? No way!
What did this sudden proliferation of arts courses signify? Was
it a reaction to the notion that art was dead? Was it a product of the
decentralization of culture brought about by rhizoid forces of technological
advance? Or was it merely a sudden realization — a kind of insightful
technological utopianism—that with a PC any old kiwi could make art?
Or, was it a last viral fling? A kind of mimetic explosion in the hope that
art might mutate or find an environment necessary for its survival?
This proliferation of creative practice has spawned an equally aggressive
politics to attempt to curtail or to ‘manage’ the expansion, to bring it
under control. Don’t get me wrong here: I advocate for the learning of
contemporary technologies. I advocate for relationships forged between
art schools with postindustrial industries and entrepreneurship: without
question students need jobs. The question is: what kind of jobs?
What is disturbing is that while we have embraced the technologies
and communication paradigms of the future there has been a progressive
undermining of cultural critical thinking and the teaching of critical thinking
in contemporary schools of “creative industries” in polytechnics to fit with
the neoliberal paradigm. The reasons for this are complex.
One of the problems seems to have been the flexibility of the NCEA.
In a New Zealand Herald article titled Racial Divide in the Class Room,
investigative journalist Kirsty Johnston suggests that although NCEA is
flexible (a worthwhile thing), it is working to reinforce class structures
and fails lower socio-economic groups of students (particularly Māori
and Pacifica students). Her research shows that:
• Low-decile students (Māori, Pasifika) were less likely to take academic
subjects than Pākehā, Asian and high-decile students.
• When they did take academic subjects they were less likely to pass.
• Low-decile students (Māori, Pasifika) were more likely to be enrolled
in “vocational” subjects, which were not university-approved.
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These mostly low-decile students are unable to go to university as their
NCEA is not approved by universities. They therefore opt for polytechnic
creative industries courses which are perceived as having lower entries and
they are “vocational” in nature. This accounts for some of the expansion of
creative industries courses in polytechnics around the country.
But the entry level for a degree, whether it is in a polytechnic or
a university, has to meet the requirements of the NZQA. As a result,
polytechnics have done several things:
1. Create Level 4000 Certificate courses to get students “up to speed” so
they can enroll into Level 5000 degree courses
2. Create exit pathways and award students with diplomas if they leave
before their final degree year
3. Emphasize practice — enforcing perceived “vocational” skills and
simultaneously deemphasize the acquisition of academic skills, critical
thinking, critical analysis and communication

This deemphasizing of academic skills — and in particular cultural
critical thinking — in the polytechnic sector has led to a two tier degree
system in visual arts and design across the country between universities and
polytechnics that exacerbates the problems associated with the de-emphasis
of academic skills at NCEA. It deepens the class divide and perpetuates a
self-fulfilling prophecy: that polytechnic graduates have little or no academic
skill and will more likely end up in low wage employment.
As Dr. Earl Irving (Starpath Project) states: ‘Yes, they can get a job,
but what about their lifetime outcomes?’
Driven by globalism and late capitalist forces, a low-wage economy
suits neo-liberalist agendas and political agendas which caters for the needs
of large multinational corporations.
Just as the excesses of the Industrial Revolution ushered in Duchamp’s
critical observation, “stupid as a painter,” the excesses of globalization,
neoliberalism and the postindustrial revolution is ushering in the “stupid
as a polytechnic creative” who will be forced into the low-wage economy.
Unfortunately, many of the architects of this demise in critical thinking
are themselves already enmeshed—inculcated—in the paradigm and are
the teachers and lecturers of these same institutions. Not all but many
of these have been employed because they have close affiliations with
industry which is seen as advantageous to the educational direction of
these institutions for obvious reasons. Very few have been schooled in any
kind of cultural critical thinking. Many have no academic training at all
(and think this a virtue). Others have been educated by the institutions
that they now teach in, replicating and perpetuating the same ingrained
12
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ideologies that they were inculcated into by their education. Thus the circle
of ignorance is complete.
The Dunning-Kruger effect is worth attending to here: ‘It isn’t just
that they are misinformed; it’s that they are completely unaware that they
are misinformed. This creates a double burden. . .’ 
Studies have shown that people who lack expertise in some area of
knowledge often have a cognitive bias that prevents them from realizing
that they lack expertise. As psychologist David Dunning put it in an
op-ed for Politico, ‘The knowledge and intelligence that are required to
be good at a task are often the same qualities needed to recognize that
one is not good at that task — and if one lacks such knowledge and
intelligence, one remains ignorant that one is not good at the task. This
includes educational judgment.’ Essentially, they’re not smart enough
to realize they’re dumb. 
In other words: You can’t tell the difference if you are part of the problem.
Polytechnics remain blind to the fact that they maintain their links
with the history of reproduction. As they shrink (due to funding cuts and
other political pressure) they continue the teaching of long defunct preindustrial and industrial revolution technologies: painting and printmaking
technologies, sculpture, installation and moving image are reduced and
collapsed into image production or visual arts studio; advertising, digital
photography, typography, 2-D design are aligned with graphics studio. Art
history, social histories, philosophy, aesthetics, art theory, visual culture and
critical studies have been collapsed into ‘core’. But name changes do not
rid the infrastructures of ideology.
What is disturbing is that less and less time is devoted to the teaching
and learning of critical thinking courses and the bulk of teaching and
learning time is devoted to teaching studio courses despite the fact that
everyone seems to agree:
1. Critical thinking is absolutely necessary to enable the ‘learning for life’
scenario that tertiary education advocates and,
2. The industrial revolution technologies are dying out and others—postindustrial technologies (digital media) —that are taught will be out of
date by the time the student graduates and the jobs that the student
will be entering have not yet been invented.

There is a misguided perception that the exercise and study of critical
cultural thinking takes time away from studio production. This perception
is then exaggerated to make the claim that academics are to blame for the
lack of production in the studio, or that intellectual thinking or critical
thinking is bad for creative practice—it is ‘unnatural’. Visual culture and
13
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courses which advocate and teach critical thinking are properly speaking
the ‘fatal advantage’ the ‘necessary evil’ that must be constrained. Intellectual
nurturing is discouraged or minimized to such an extent that it is either
trivialized or ghettoized into extinction.
The term “academic” is now a dirty word in the polytechnic sector. The
term academic is bandied about by tutors and by students (already biased
towards “vocational” courses in their NCEA) and encouraged by both to
be used as a scapegoat for all that stands in the way of creativity. I have
witnessed critical thinking courses—art history/ theory/ cultural studies
courses that were inextricably linked to studio practices shrink by more
than 200% in the last ten years in polytechnics, while technological courses
increase even when it is acknowledged openly that these same technologies
will be of little use by the time a student leaves the art school. Teaching of
such courses are continually increased at the expense of criticality. Logic
cannot follow the twists and turns of this self-deceit.

It is the idea, the concept that has always been at the heart of creativity
not technology. It is critical thinking which provides the tools to generate
and unpack ideas and cultural concepts. It is critical thinking that is the
absolutely necessary ingredient—the foundation—to prepare individuals for
jobs that don’t yet exist. Critical thinking, the ability to investigate culture,
to critique, analyze, to reflect, to communicate thoughts and express and
articulate these in a variety of ways that are the corner-stone skills of a
successful career in the post-industrial future.
Remove critical thinking through anti-intellectualism and the individual
becomes a mindless stupid ‘creative’– post-industrial fodder for large
multinational corporations administering the low-wage economy.
14
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What is the answer?
Simple. Increase critical thinking courses at all costs. Inform students
about the importance of academic skills to their future. Engage the student
in contesting inherited ideologies and providing critical thinking tools
to enable them to be creative producers of culture. Abandon the idea
that acquiring technological skill is the only “vocational” skill necessary.
Acknowledge the facts: technological skills are superseded before the
student matriculates. Acknowledge that the acquisition of academic skills
is also “vocational”, learning tools paramount for life-long learning: these
never go out of date.

The neo-liberalist fears writing, fears intellectualism, fears academic
freedom, fears individual expression. Fear of intellectual skill, of academic
skill is the white elephant of neoliberalism and of globalization in the
class-room. Neoliberalism is placing the needs of the corporation before
the needs of the student in our polytechnics; before the needs of future
culture. Its aim: to inculcate the student into the corporation; to conform
to the status quo; to encourage ignorance. To create fodder for the future
low-wage economy.
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porchlight v (niche object ii)
Fiona Johnstone
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L O N D O N FA L L I N G
WITH APOLOGIES TO THE LATE, GREAT, JOE STRUMMER

Mic Dover
Now get this!
London Calling, yes, I was there, too
An’ you know what they said? Well, NONE of it was true.
London calling, at the top of the dial
And after all this, won’t you give me a smile?

I arrived in London in May 2016 to
witness first-hand the last six weeks of the
EU Referendum campaigns. For a political
news junkie like myself, it was glorious to
be in the right place, right time zone to
witness the lies, distortions, threats and
naked ambition. Then the result in the early
hours of June 24. Shock. Britain is OUT.
Next the betrayals, backstabbing and
bloodletting. DavidCameron—gone; Boris
Johnson — gone; Michael Gove — gone.
The Netflix blockbuster House of Cards was
originally a UK TV series in the 1990s—but
even with Kevin Spacey doing his best Evil
in the American remake, nothing touches
the cold-hearted, ruthlessness of the English
upper classes.
As I write this, the new British Prime
Minister Theresa May has just addressed the
Conservative Party Conference and confirmed
that Article 50—the legal device to begin
the process of the UK’s departure from the
EU—will be triggered by the end of March
2017. She said, “Controlling immigration
would be the primary concern.” The pound is
plummeting as I type and the British economy
is heading into unknown territory.
20

WHAT WAS BREXIT?

In case you’ve been on the moon for the
last 4 months, BREXIT stands for BRitish
EXit from the European Union and was
voted on in a referendum on June 23. The
results were:
Leave – Vote share 51.9%,
Votes cast: 17,410,742
Remain – Vote share 48.1%,
Votes cast: 16,141,241
So, out of an electorate of 46 million, a
majority of just 3.8% has decided the most
important political decision Britain has made
since 1975 when it voted to enter the EU.
The Eton College boys are gone and
Theresa May is in charge, Britain’s second
female prime minister.
Theresa May—who?
So who is Theresa May? Well, she was
Home Secretary in the Cameron government.
Was she elected? No. Does she have a
mandate to lead Britain? No. Did she vote
Leave? No, she was in the Remain camp
(although she kept a very low profile).
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London Calling now don’t look to us
Phoney Borismania has bitten the dust
London Calling, see we ain’t Gove no swing
‘Cept for the ring of that racist thing

But interestingly, as this article went to
press, leaked 2014 emails from the Tory-Lib
Dem Coalition government (when May was
Home Secretary) have exposed her repeated
attempts to alter immigration reports in
order to paint a negative picture of Britain’s
relationship with Europe. Apparently, she tried
to remove evidence about the positive impact
of immigration on the British economy. On
Theresa May’s watch, net UK immigration
reached record levels.
Will she take Great Britain out of Europe
on the basis of a plebiscite when she is Prime
Minister of a parliamentary democracy? Yes.
Who else was keen on dodgy plebiscites?
Stalin and, here he comes again, Hitler. Do
we know what she stands for? No. Oh hang
on, yes, she wants to bring back education
selection at 11 years of age even though the vast
majority of parents, teachers and education
experts all supported its abolition in 1993.

As I write, there has been a 75% increase in
racist incidents since the Referendum. Polish
people who speak Polish out loud are being
attacked verbally and physically in the street.
In August, Arkadiusz Jóźwik was attacked by
five teenagers and died of his injuries. This
story led the national news in Poland. I have
an English friend (Polish father, English
mother) who lives in Krakow—I wonder if
he feels safer this morning. How does he feel
about speaking English out loud in public?
Well, he might think twice today.
It’s hard to believe I am typing these
words. In the English town where I lived for
25 years, part of my youth was regular music
gigs at Club Polski. These people settled here
after helping Britain win the war against
German fascism. Now the children and
grandchildren of these wartime compatriots
are attacking Poles in the street—emboldened
by the Brexit result. UKIP, the political
party that moved immigration to centre
stage had a Brexit slogan “Let’s Take Back
Our Country”— sounds like a call to arms.
Frightening.
The ice age is coming, Maggie May’s in the air
Meltdown expected, but Jezza’s not there
London calling to the faraway towns
Now war is declared and battle come down
London calling to the underworld
Come out of the cupboard, you boys and girls
These lyrics were written in 1979 (the
year Thatcher came to power). Is there a
new Maggie in charge?
21
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Boris Johnson—gone by lunchtime.

Flashback to late June. In a coffee house
where they make coffee almost as good as
Nelson baristas, reeling from the Force 10
Gale of Incessant News, it feels like it may
be the eye of the storm or maybe this is
it now, New Little England. Where were
the lovable, big mouth, rock star politicos
like Billy Bragg, Morrissey, Elvis Costello
and Paul Weller? Why was Labour leader
Jeremy Corbyn completely invisible when
this was all going on? How can a country
with hundreds of years of parliamentary
democracy behind it suddenly let its leaders
allow such an important decision to be
decided in this way? Is hanging back next?
ANATOMY OF A REFERENDUM —
WHY/HOW DID LEAVE WIN?

In March 2016, an article by political
strategist Sir Lynton Crosby attempted
to analyse the strategies that both sides of
22

the argument needed to adopt in order to
win the day.1 Crosby’s analysis was closely
watched in Westminster, given his track
record of success with David Cameron, Boris
Johnson, John Howard, John Key and other
right-wing politicians around the world.
Crosby’s polling concluded that the UK
was pretty evenly divided over the issue
and that the key factors for victory would
be as follows:
For both campaigns (Leave and
Remain), getting people to actually vote
on the day was seen as crucial. 76% of
Remain supporters expected the country
to vote to stay in but a quarter of these
said they were unlikely to bother voting.
On the other hand, although the Leave
campaign’s voters were more motivated,
50% of them believed the UK was likely
to remain in the EU. So both campaigns,
argued Crosby, needed to raise the
importance of the referendum outcome
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Michael Gove—gone by tea-time.

and demonstrate to their supporters that
there really was a chance Leave could win.
31% of probable Remain voters said their
biggest hesitation in voting Remain was
the potential for uncontrolled/increased
immigration. 30% said their biggest
hesitation in switching to vote Leave was the
damage it might cause to the UK economy.
Tellingly, nearly half (48%) of voters said they
felt they did not have the information needed
to make a choice. In the aftermath of the
referendum, listening to voters’ reactions to
the result, it seems clear that actual facts on
which to base a rational decision continued
to be in short supply.
For example, there was a bit of an
embarrassed silence when someone pointed
out to Welsh citizens — of which a large
majority voted Leave — that they would
no longer receive their massive EU grants
allocated to areas of high unemployment
and social need. Similarly, a majority of

Sunderland voters chose Leave, despite the
massive importance of the local Nissan car
works. When the heads of Nissan, Toyota
and Skoda all expressed doubts about the
long term future of their car factories staying
in Britain, did these voters think Whoops?
It would be nice to think so.
Crosby concluded that the key question
for undecided voters was: ‘Are the economic
risks of staying in the EU more important
than the impact of uncontrolled immigration
after a Remain win?’ So, understandably,
the Leave campaign focused relentlessly on
immigration as an issue while the Remain
campaign focused stubbornly on dangers to
the economy. Remain campaigners struggled
to have positive slogans — “Stronger In”
didn’t really cut it. Contrast that with the
Welsh Euro 2016 football team’s “Together
Stronger”— much more positive. Hillary
Clinton has since adopted the same slogan.
The Remain camp’s Achilles heel was
immigration but instead of being prepared
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with a forceful response to attacks on
the issue, they just completely avoided
mentioning it. If asked about immigration,
they simply changed the subject.
Leave’s slogans seemed positive and
upbeat e.g. “Take Back Control”, “We
Want Our Country Back” and of course
the infamous slogan on the side of the
campaign bus: “Why not spend the £350
million per day we give the EU per week
on funding the NHS (National Health
Service)?” This slogan (despite all the
experts and organisations who pointed
out its untruthfulness), was a masterclass in
successful PR: an implicit negative message
(stop immigration) turned into a positive
message (public services will improve).
But more importantly, the Leave
campaign was able to counteract negative
warnings on the economy by employing what
PR people call ‘a solid reactive PR strategy’
which consisted of dismissing all views of
experts as being part of Project Fear. As in,
‘they would say that, wouldn’t they...’
The Leave leaders also successfully
pitched themselves as ‘outsiders’ battling
on the people’s behalf against ‘the
Establishment’ even though the whole
Leave community was funded, supported
and driven by a cluster of old Etonians, rich
entrepreneurs, right-wing media moguls and,
of course, UKIP leader Nigel Farage—the
retired City banker who reinvented himself
as a man of the people fighting for the little
man, forever creating photo opportunities
in pubs, drinking and smoking just like the
man in the street.
This ‘outsider’ pose perennially pops
up in the USA but was new to the UK.
George W. Bush’s boarding-school/Yale/
son of a president upbringing didn’t stop
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UKIP Leader Nigel Farage—Little Englander Supreme.

him from denouncing his opponents as “the
Washington elite”. Trump’s stance as the
billionaire outsider fighting for “the little
guy” despite all the evidence of his business
dealings screwing thousands of “little guys”
over many decades, is truly breath-taking—a
classic example of the gullibility of people
when faced with the Big Lie.
I witnessed this phenomenon again
in August when talking to “Bernard”, a
Leave voter/UKIP supporter about the
EU’s announcement that Apple will be
forced to pay back the billions of dollars in
tax it should have paid in Ireland since the
1990s. Bernard’s take on it? How dare the
EU pick on Apple in that way by interfering
in a sovereign state’s tax affairs? The fact that
Ireland benefited hugely from EU grants over
many years is conveniently forgotten. The
fact that Apple has paid virtually no tax on
trillions of dollars of sales in Europe, over
many years, is of no relevance apparently.
It’s the nasty EU bullying the little guy
called er... Apple.
Tied in with contempt for ‘the establishment’ comes the current common disdain
for ‘experts’. When Remain tried to fight
Leave’s lies and distortions with facts and
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evidence, Leave simply waved them aside.
Whether it be the OECD, the IMF, the
World Bank, Britain’s independent Institute
of Fiscal Studies —Leave dismissed them
all as voices of the despised elite.
Leave’s Michael Gove, an Oxfordeducated newspaper columnist turned
government minister, declared, “The
people of this country have had enough
of experts.” One caller to a radio talk show
captured the zeitgeist of the moment with
the statement, “I’m done listening to those
with specialist knowledge. After all, experts
built the Titanic.”
On the Media front, the Leave campaign
was supported by a huge majority of the
UK press. Oxford’s Reuters Institute for the
Study of Journalism surveyed 928 articles
published across the last two months of
the referendum campaigns, and found that
45% were pro-Leave, 27% were for Remain,
almost 2:1 against. The two largest selling
broadsheets, the biggest tabloid and biggest
mid-market papers were firmly pro-Brexit.
When Rupert Murdoch, owner of the Sun,
The Times and Sky News, was asked why
he supported the Leave campaign he was
totally upfront about it, declaring, “When I
go into Downing Street they do what I say;
when I go to Brussels they take no notice.”
Tabloids like the Daily Mail and the
Daily Express have for years kept up a daily
drip-feed of anti-EU, anti-immigration
stories, many of them fictional or extremely
twisted versions of the real events, which did
not stop broadsheets like the Telegraph and
the Times picking them up and running
with them. Boris Johnson has happily
admitted to making up anti-EU stories in
his Telegraph column over many years. His
oft-repeated claims during the nationwide

Brexit campaign about the EU “telling us
how powerful our vacuum cleaners have got
to be, what shape our bananas have got to
be” both turned out to be huge distortions
of the actual facts.
A key factor in Remain’s failure to win
has to be laid at the door of the Labour
party leadership. A Remain campaign memo
leaked to the Guardian just a few weeks
before the vote showed that only about half
of Labour voters actually realised their party
was in favour of staying in the EU, with the
rest thinking it was split or believing it was
a party of Brexit. They either did not know
what Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn thought
or they believed he was for Remain but “his
heart isn’t in it”.

I’M DONE LISTENING
TO THOSE WITH
SPECIALIST KNOWLEDGE.
AF TER ALL, EXPERTS
BUILT THE TITANIC.
Michael Gove

Another problem was the figurehead
of the Remain campaign being Prime
Minister David Cameron. When Labour’s
Sadiq Khan, the newly-elected London
mayor, joined Cameron in press events for
Remain, Cameron described Khan as a
“proud Muslim, a proud Brit and a proud
Londoner”, just weeks after claiming Khan
was unfit for office because of links to
Islamist extremists. Cameron not only had
a credibility problem, it was clear Labour
leader Corbyn was determined never to be
seen on the same platform as him.
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We will fight them on the buses...

Recognised as a key success in the Leave
Campaign’s armoury was the big red bus that
carried Boris Johnston, Michael Gove and
other Leave Campaign luminaries around
the UK to meet the people. The bus, built in
Poland by a German company, was festooned
with a highly controversial slogan.
As far back as April, the UK Statistics
Authority (UKSA) pointed out that the true
net figure per week is £136m—a sum that is
a tiny fraction of what Britain spends each
week on the health service. In May, UKSA
took the unusual step of issuing a second
reprimand over the use of such a misleading
figure saying it undermined trust in official
statistics. But Leave refused to remove it.
After the referendum, Leave campaign
leaders like Johnson, Farage and Gove
queued up to disown the slogan and call it
a “mistake”, while Tory MP Iain Duncan
Smith denied he ever made such a claim at
all, despite being repeatedly photographed
in front of the bus for several weeks. New
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Prime Minister Theresa May also disowned
the pledge as soon as elected.
But let’s be clear, many millions of Brits
may have voted for Leave because they
disliked the EU’s bureaucracy and tendency
to impose rules, but what really swung it was
the impact of accelerated immigration under
Blair’s last term and then under Cameron’s
first term. It’s easy to argue that the EU has
been incredibly beneficial to its member
states but it was also really bad at telling
people about the good things it did. British
business hated being forced by the EU to
address issues like unequal pay for women,
maternity rights and paternity leave. British
governments often fought tooth and nail
on behalf of those businesses to stop EU
directives that helped ordinary or vulnerable
people.
The truth is Britain never really got
behind the EU project in a European way
at all. When you travel around Europe, every
little town hall even in the tiniest of villages
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The young voted for Remain—
75% of 18-24 year-olds voted Stay,
while 61% of over 60’s voted Leave.
would have a national flag and an EU flag
fluttering outside. Let’s face it, that was never
going to happen in Little Tidlington in the
Wold. Sorry Europe, the Brits just aren’t that
into you. Brits like me who have escaped
that insularity, get this. Please New Zealand,
dump that part of the British character you
may have inherited and let’s be Kiwis who
look outward not inward!
If you look at the voter breakdown,
it turned out that the strongest single
predictor was education. Those who had been
university educated opted overwhelmingly
to remain; those who never got as far as
tertiary education voted Leave. The second
strongest predictor was age. The young voted

for Remain—75% of 18-24 year-olds voted
Stay, while 61% of over 60’s voted Leave.
The tragedy of this of course is that it’s the
young who will have to live with and be
most affected by the result.
In conclusion, what a miserable distraction
Brexit has become from the many problems
facing the UK. Austerity. A health service
in crisis. 13 billion pounds of benefit cuts
and a raft of tax cuts for the rich about
to become law in capital gains, inheritance
and corporation tax. The biggest irony?
The EU Referendum turned out to be a
referendum not on Europe at all but on
migration. Migration from anywhere,
including New Zealand.
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Notes
[1] Sir Lynton Crosby is an Australian political
strategist who was nicknamed the “Wizard of Oz”
for delivering four successive Conservative election
victories to the former Australian Prime Minister
John Howard between 1996 and 2004. In Britain he
has been called ‘The Lizard of Oz’ and ‘the Australian
Rottweiler’ by his political opponents. In 2002, Crosby
left his formal position in the Australian Liberal party
to establish a consulting firm, the Crosby Textor
Group—CTG—with Mark Textor.

Since then, CTG have masterminded Conservative
campaigns for the 2008 and 2012 London mayoral
elections, as well as the 2015 general election, all of which
resulted in victories for the UK Tory party. They also
helped John Key win the last two New Zealand general
elections. CGT are famous for recommending “dog
whistle” politics by making covert appeals to racist views
as well as the “dead cat” strategy for putting opponents
off-balance when campaigns hit a bump in the road.
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The race card
In a close-run Australian general election in 2001,
Crosby is credited with helping John Howard win
re-election by having him claim that Afghan asylum
seekers were throwing their children into the sea. In
other words, they were using emotional blackmail to
enter the country. By the time the story was discredited,
Howard had won the election. In Canada, Crosby’s
hand is widely believed to be behind arguments over
the wearing of niqabs at citizenship ceremonies, a row
that may have contributed to a spike in anti-Muslim
hate crimes that included an assault on a veiled pregnant
woman in Montreal.
Crosby approved hard-hitting campaign slogans,
including one saying “It’s not racist to impose limits
on immigration”, in the 2005 UK general election.
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The dead cat strategy
Boris Johnson conveniently provided a definition
of this in his Telegraph column in 2013:
Let us suppose you are losing an argument.
The facts are overwhelmingly against you,
and the more people focus on the reality the
worse it is for you and your case. Your best
bet in these circumstances is to perform a
manoeuvre that a great campaigner describes
as ‘throwing a dead cat on the table, mate’.
That is because there is one thing that is
absolutely certain about throwing a dead
cat on the dining room table — and I don’t
mean that people will be outraged, alarmed,
disgusted. That is true, but irrelevant. The key
point, says my Australian friend [guess who?],
is that everyone will shout, ‘Jeez, mate, there’s
a dead cat on the table!’; in other words, they
will be talking about the dead cat, the thing
you want them to talk about, and they will
not be talking about the issue that has been
causing you so much grief.’
Classic dead cats were dropped on the table
during Boris Johnson’s mayoral campaign to put Ken
Livingstone on the defensive, similarly with Labour
leader Ed Milliband in 2015. Last year we had a classic
example of this strategy in New Zealand when John Key
was copping negative headlines about the government’s
inaction over the disgraceful treatment of expat Kiwis
on Christmas Island. So Key decided to get rid of all
those long-term negative headlines by gifting the media
a short-term negative headline instead, by stating any
politician looking for humane treatment for detainees
on Christmas Island was “backing the rapists” and
“putting yourself on the side of sex offenders.” Right
on cue, the media stop talking about Key’s failure to
act and start saying, “Jeez, mate, there’s a dead cat
accusation of backing rapists on the table!” we want
to talk about that, not the other thing we were talking
about yesterday! Job Done.

Crosby’s murky links with the private sector
Crosby Textor works for companies as well as
political parties but is very secretive about its clients,
which include tobacco companies, and trade associations
with members involved in the alcohol industry and
fracking. In 2013, shortly after Crosby started working
again for the Conservatives, long-anticipated British
moves to impose a minimum price for alcohol
and compulsory plain cigarette packaging — both
measures already opposed in Australia by Crosby
Textor clients — disappeared from the government’s
legislative programme. A similar thing happened here
when the Law Commission’s strong recommendations
on alcohol minimum pricing were completely ignored
by the National Government.
Crosby has come under heavy criticism for his links
to the tobacco industry, as well as for tax avoidance
by owning mysterious companies registered in the tax
haven of Malta. In 2014, Crosby was allegedly caught
editing his own Wikipedia page to bury his links to
the tobacco industry. Details of the edit were found
through a bot created by Channel 4 News, which
automatically detects changes made to internet pages
of politicians and high profile figures.
In 2016, Lynton Crosby received a knighthood
for “services to politics”. David Cameron famously
gave gongs to his barber for “services to hairdressing”
and also an OBE for his wife’s stylist when he left
Downing St. Crosby’s knighthood came almost a year
to the day he helped the Tories secure a shock victory
at the 2015 General Election. The honour was tarnished
somewhat by the Crosby-managed Tory campaign for
Mayor of London in 2016 — generally recognised to
be the nastiest, most negative campaign ever run in
Britain. Sadly for Crosby, the campaign’s attempts to
link Labour’s Muslim candidate Sadiq Khan to Islamist
extremists was a dismal failure and Khan won easily.
Apparently the Leave campaign approached Crosby
to work for them but he declined out of loyalty to David
Cameron and stayed on the fence as a commentator.
Would the result have been different if Remain had
got his services? We will never know, but he’s got his
knighthood, so that’s alright then.
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NEAR MAUNGATAPU,
BEHAVING REASONABLY
(2016) Robinson
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SURVIVAL of the
FIT TEST AND MOST BORI NG
Tao Wells

On some level, important or not, art indicates a racket, a hierarchy
of importance, a society, a group of people competing in a system for
recognition, money and significance. There’s one of these systems for
writers, there’s one for plumbers and chefs. What this group indicates is
a certain section of an identified market, a racket where money pours in
from a group of rich people who buy the works that this group called, artist,
writer, plumber or chef have made.
Art is famous for being the
cutthroat of the competitive rackets.
But it is also very good at promoting
its own bravado in order to further
reward the chosen people at the top
of the pyramid and slyly shifting
all the real power to those in sales
and administration, those that
choose the artists that get to be
at the top. Inevitably, these people
are also those that don’t threaten
the dominance of the status quo.
In the corporate marketplace,
such gangster tactics or mafia-like
behaviour, are standard practice.
The bigger you are the longer you
last, and membership to the biggest
gang is paramount and allegiance is
My clothes are clean but my hands are dirty. Internet poster,
Facebook, Blogger, Google +. Published: September 15th 2016
for life. These are life ways, survival
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lines that put food on the table and money in the pocket of ordinary New
Zealanders and it is so normal that it is unmentionable.
For democracy—the system of distributing more power to more—these
gangs have been a disaster. The way this power was shared — at least in
theory— was primarily through information and this led to the sharing
of resources. With the gangs demanding total allegiance, the information
stopped flowing and of course looking around you may or may have not
noticed, the wealth stopped being shared. New Zealand has the highest
prices in the world for houses and 250,000 people living in poverty:
citizens — men, women, children — the Prime Minister of this country,
democratically elected, says can’t be counted. You can look if you want
at New Zealand’s top gang, The National Party, and watch their total
disinterestedness in the weak of a society that are not part of their gang.
By looking after their strengths, they stay strong. There is nothing the
weak can offer them: their pain and shame is made to be their fault, their
problem, and they are asked to go off and die quietly.
Survival of the fittest and most boring. This is the guild systems of gangs
that dominate society now in a way that is so seamless and so effortless
that to fall outside of one of these cliques you can be rendered invisible by
the living dead. But that’s ok, there’s still enough space for the invisibles
to trade amongst themselves: we can survive. But what to do about the
total hegemony of this dominant gang, what to do about the way they
have used noble ideas and words to shift their loot along as if they were
simply meaningless corridors?
Well I for one have been increasingly made to feel the need to draw
a line between these people, those that are in the gang and those that are
not. For the gang is so ever present, so normal that while I have been made
invisible to them, they have managed to convince their numbers that they
are normal, so normal that what they are doing is simply the air they are
breathing. That the system they are using, capitalism, is a product that
delivers their results at my expense is a message they can afford to keep
saying. I, however, cannot.
I asked the artists that work in New Zealand’s universities if they could
do the job that being a university academic legally demands: that is, of
‘accepting a role as critic and conscience of society’. Since they have not
accepted this role, have not, and will not publicly promote their employment
at the same level that they wish to promote their title ‘artist’, this law and
the legal status of university standing in society is void. That’s a grand call,
perhaps it sounds ridiculous, but you do the logic, you do the equation,
you look at the results of twenty seven years (the law came into effect in
1989) of having leaderless jobs, leaderless roles paid for by the community,
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occupied by these silent entities. The way I see it is these people have been
bought off, in the worst tradition. In exchange for a seat at the dominant
gang’s table, the very people we have asked to be our most fierce warriors
against this mob’s influence have instead simply joined their gang. Taken
our money and theirs.
It saddens me this story. I can’t believe I am telling it, but there are
worse atrocities in our communities, much worse. So addressing this
measly little sum is paramount to me, for if this cannot be addressed,
where there is already a law and a tradition, a buried gang who believe in
the principles that are being exposed here, how do we begin to address
the more complicated, difficult, ongoing and poorly addressed issues in
our neighbourhoods? Like the 70% of New Zealand prisoners who are
unaddressed childhood victims of sexual abuse. Where state foster homes
inflict 20 to 30% of the abuse. The ability of the state to critique the state
is not functioning. The university is this medium. State funded still, the
universities of New Zealand have, of course, been neglected and allowed
to be hollowed out for a buck.
I don’t want to be a capitalist, I don’t agree with capitalism, and I am
sick of pretending that I am not one, when I am. That is the name of the
economic system I am in, I am dominated by. Maybe you know of someone
who isn’t a capitalist artist? Great, I’d love them to share their secret so
we can see it, do it too. Otherwise, COME ON. What we contribute to
in our confusion is more layers of obfuscation for our most hated, most
invisible, most un-diagnosed, capitalism. And yes, in my mind artists are
the Worst, because we make the images of hope and leadership, and we
don’t even know, can’t even say, where we are!
Where these individuals lie there is an articulated idea, a very real line
drawn between those that seek to silence the obviousness of abuse, and
those in positions of power to enable the power inherent in gangs to help
these situations change.
We are all in gangs. I notice my own conformity, my style of dress, the
way I speak: these are codes of acceptance. While the government denies
existing, gangs have been feeding their poor. In the capitalist gang despite a
life time of wanting to leave, lately I’ve begun to see a way out. I’m building
my membership, joining another gang, a dangerous one. One not at war,
but existing alongside capitalism, competing with and beating it, by being
better. You may have noticed, I’ve outed the bottom line default of all Art
and artists as capitalist, unless it can prove otherwise. I’m a capitalist but
I’m this close to tagging myself as socialist, such a vague term (sharpening
sharpening) and while I am on welfare (everyone with a child is on welfare
in NZ) and wanting to be self employed I feel at this point we need more
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gritty detail, like ‘Artist/Worker Spends Profit’. I’m getting there.
I know that artists that work for universities have been ‘better’ dole
bludgers than I have been. In that they remain ‘uncaught’. Have not come
clean. Fessed up to the economic reality behind their industry — who is
the investor. They remain that invisible welfare for the rich, with, as I’ve
written before, the quietness of a Koru Lounge.
Where there lie individuals willing to dedicate their lives to the taking to
task of, for example, the university—this privileged gang with the responsibility
in existing law to be a visible champion on behalf of democracy, transparency
and the advancement of society rather than its perpetual back-water stagnation
and role as servant to the few rich...wana come? Self-employed socialist?
Company candidate? Corporate spy? My theory is, against the backdrop of
‘so prevalent as to not be mentioned’ un-noted capitalism, any system that
tags itself, articulates a separate competing economy doesn’t perpetuate it,
makes it more complicated. Democracy is not an economic system, but
economic democracy is a shift to democracy at work.
The Democratisation of Enterprise, where workers who make the profit
chose how to spend it on a world that reflects their values, not boss’s or
the owners is a real working economic model. The worker employs the
boss, to be the best boss, not the other way around. In a context where
there is visible proof of other working and competing economic systems,
capitalism’s fittest and most boring cannot assume to reproduce themselves
as the norm and instead can be just seen for what they are: the competition.
The rich are ripping us off. How predictable. It’s like saying water is
wet, or the air is invisible. Yawn. No, it is not. It is like saying that this
ice is now water, or that air is poison. The subtle shift in information is
life or death. Know your rich people for the good they do, measure it,
hold it — hold them — accountable. They’re the ones with the power,
and the back-log of their shit is making us stink. We walk asleep
into the abyss, well dressed with our shoes on. People screaming
at us to wake up, seeming even more like a dream. Driving to the
apocalypse I wana get off, I see a significant sign, a drawing of the line.
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Above: Artist / University Employee, Michael Parekowhai designed a $1.5 million
“Light-house” sculpture for Auckland’s Queens Wharf. This is a better version of
the work remade by independent, Worker Spends Profiteer, Tao Wells, for free.
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